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Manufacturing equipment requires high-speed and high-precision tracking position control with a long stroke. This
paper aims to utilize pneumatic cylinders for such equipment as they have many advantages. However, the pneumatic
system has the challenges for achieving high accuracy positioning. One cause is that a valve has a dead zone with a
variation. The dead zone, a nonlinearity, degrades the control performances of the pressure and position unless it is
compensated in the mass-flow-rate control system. As a compensation method in the mass-flow-rate control system,
we have proposed the mass-flow-rate twin drive system. In this method, the difference mode controls the mass-flow-
rate difference that decides the pressure. On the other hand, the sum mode controls the offset of each mass flow rate.
This method can avoid the effect of the dead zone by keeping the offset of each mass flow rate high. However, a high
sum mode reference may cause saturation. Thus, this paper proposes an anti-windup method for a twin drive system
with coordinate transformation. The originality is to introduce an anti-windup structure only in the sum mode. The
experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction
Manufacturing equipment such as machine tools, wafer

scanners, and flat-panel scanners requires high-precision and
high-speed tracking position control with a long stroke [1,2].
As linear motors can achieve high-precision and high-speed
positioning, they are implemented not only in the fine stage
but also in the coarse stage. However, a massive heat gener-
ation and a lack of thrust may limit the performance [1,3–5].
We aim to replace a linear motor with a pneumatic cylin-
der because it has several advantages such as high power-
to-weight ratio, low-cost, and low heat generation [5–9].

A pneumatically actuated stage is shown in Fig. 1. The
schematic of pneumatic cylinder is illustrated in Fig. 2. A
valve-input voltage decides the mass flow rate of air pass-
ing through a valve. The mass flow rate difference between
supplied mass flow rate and the exhausted mass flow rate de-
cides the pressure. And the pressure difference between the
two chambers decides the stage position. Thus, a pneumatic
driving system has a position, pressure, mass flow rate, and
voltage loops as shown in Fig. 3.

However, the pneumatic cylinders with cm working range
cannot achieve the tracking position control with nm or um
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Figure 1: Pneumatically actuated stage.
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Figure 2: Schematic of pneumatic cylinder

accuracy because of many challenges [5–7, 10–13]. One
cause is a valve dead zone [6, 12]. As the valve dead zone
degrades the control performance of the pressure loop and
position loop, the dead zone compensation in the mass flow
rate control system is required.

The conventional approach of dead zone compensation is
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to assert an inverse model of input-output characteristics of a
valve [6, 7, 10, 12, 14]. However, this method cannot address
the variation of a valve.

To address the variation of a valve, the mass-flow-rate FB
(feedback) control system with a fast-response flow meter has
been proposed [15, 16]. There are two approaches. One ap-
proach is to address the nonlinearity only with a feedback
controller. However, the mass-flow-rate feedback bandwidth
would be low because the plant has nonlinearity. Another ap-
proach is to address the nonlinearity with an inverse model of
a valve and a feedback controller. As the plant is composed
of the inverse model and a valve, the plant ideally has the gain
of 1 and the dead time. However, as the dead zone fluctuates,
the nonlinearity remains in the plant. If the mass flow rate
reference is small, the modeling error causes the nonlinearity
and the mass flow rate cannot follow the reference.

Thus, we have proposed an advanced dead zone compen-
sation method by the twin drive system [18]. The twin drive
system requires two valves. The twin drive system converts
the mass flow rate of two valves into sum mode and differ-
ence mode and controls the mass flow rate in the modes.
While the difference mode controls the mass-flow-rate dif-
ference that decides the pressure, the sum mode controls the
offset of each mass flow rate. The mass-flow-rate difference
can follow the reference even though the reference is a small
value for the following reasons [18].
• The dead zone of two valves cancel each other out in the

difference mode.
• The sum mode keeps each mass flow rate enough high

to avoid the effect of the dead zone.
The twin drive system indeed has the advantages, but un-

der some conditions, it cannot achieve a precise following.
Considering an actual situation of positioning with a pneu-
matic cylinder, the difference-mode reference is decided by
a pressure controller. In contrast, the sum-mode reference is
assigned by an experimenter. Figure.4 shows where to set
a sum-mode reference. The sum-mode reference should be
assigned based on three conditions in such a way that the
mass-flow-rate difference follows the reference.

( 1 ) large enough to avoid the effect of the dead zone
( 2 ) ṁsum,re f >

1
2 |ṁdi f ,re f |

( 3 ) avoid the effect of saturation (small value or anti-
windup system in the sum mode)

Firstly, the sum-mode reference should be large in such a way
that each mass flow rate is large enough to avoid the effect of
the dead zone. Secondly, the sum-mode reference should be
larger than the difference-mode reference. If the sum-mode
reference is small, each mass flow rate is small and the mass-
flow-rate difference cannot follow the reference. Therefore,
the sum-mode reference should be large. However, as a large
sum-mode reference gives large valve input voltages, it may
cause a saturation. To avoid the effect of the saturation with
a large sum-mode reference, the anti-windup (AWU) system
is required.

The difficulty of the anti-windup system for the twin drive
system is that the limitation on the control output should
be calculated by coordinate transformation because a control
output is not directly inputted to a plant. This paper proposes
an anti-windup method for a twin drive system with coor-
dinate transformation. Furthermore, this paper proposes an

Table 1: List of symbols
Symbols Definition

vre f ,sup input-voltage reference to a supply valve
vre f ,exh input-voltage reference to an exhaust valve
vsup input voltage to a supply valve
vexh input voltage to an exhaust valve
vmin,sup minimum voltage of supply valve (5.0 V)
vmin,exh minimum voltage of exhaust valve (5.0 V)
vmax,sup maximum voltage of supply valve (7.5 V)
vmax,exh maximum voltage of exhaust valve (7.5 V)

ṁsup mass flow rate of a supply valve
ṁexh mass flow rate of an exhaust valve
vdi f control output voltage of difference mode
vsum control output voltage of sum mode

ṁsum,re f mass-flow-rate reference of sum mode
ṁdi f ,re f mass-flow-rate reference of difference mode
ṁsum mass flow rate of sum mode
ṁdi f mass flow rate of difference mode

Cṁ
f b,sum feedback controller of sum mode

Cṁ
f b,di f feedback controller of difference mode

Cṁ
f b1,sum part of anti-windup feedback controller of sum mode

Cṁ
f b2,sum part of anti-windup feedback controller of sum mode

anti-windup structure only in the sum mode. This is because
although the mass flow rate difference decides the pressure of
a chamber, the mass flow rate sum decides whether a valve is
influenced by the dead zone. Experimental results show the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

2. Experimental setup

Experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. Some valves like
two-ports valves require a supply valve and an exhaust valve
to control the pressure of a tank. This is because the air passes
through valves one-way direction. A valve (FESTO,MPYE5-
1/8-LF-010-B) is a 5-ports valve but we use it like a 2-ports
valve. A supply valve passes air from a pressure regulator to
a tank and an exhaust valve passes air from a tank to ambient
air. Flowmeters (Keyence, FD-A100,FD-V40A) measure the
mass flow rate of air passing through valves. The difference
in the mass flow rate decides the pressure in a tank.

3. Conventional method: without anti-windup

The symbols are listed in Table 1.
The block diagram of the mass flow rate feedback system

based on a twin drive system is shown in Fig. 6. The twin
drive system controls the sum mass flow rate and difference
mass flow rate instead of the mass flow rate of each valve.
As expressed as 1, the twin drive system converts the mass
flow rate of each valve into the mass flow rate of mode with
Hadamard matrix [19]. And the coordinate transformation
block in Fig. 6 converts vdi f and vsum to vre f ,sup and vre f ,exh
based on (2).

(
ṁsum
ṁdi f

)
=

1
2

(
1 1
1 −1

) (
ṁsup
ṁexh

)
(1)

vre f ,sup = vsum + vdi f

vre f ,exg = vsum − vdi f (2)

As the actual valve input voltages vsup and vexh are limited
by (3)(4), the control system without anti-windup mechanism
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Figure 5: Hardware setup of a mass flow rate control system
with two valves.

may result in a saturation.

vsup =


vmin,sup (vmin,sup ≤ vre f ,sup)
vre f ,sup (vmin,sup ≤ vre f ,sup ≤ vmax,sup)
vmax,sup (vre f ,sup ≤ vmax,sup)

(3)

vexh =


vmin,exh (vmin,exh ≤ vre f ,exh)
vre f ,exh (vmin,exh ≤ vre f ,exh ≤ vmax,exh)
vmax,exh (vre f ,exh ≤ vmax,exh)

(4)

In the case of Conventional method, the controllers do not
have the anti-windup mechanism. The block diagram of the
sum mode controller is shown in Fig. 7. The controller of the
sum mode C f b,sum can be implemented with (5).

Cṁ
f b,sum =

b0 + b1z−1 + b2z−2

1 + a1z−1 + a2z−2 (5)

4. Proposed method：twin drive system with anti-
windup

The block diagram of a sum-mode controller with anti-
windup is shown in Fig. 8 [20]. The anti-windup controller
is comprised of Cṁ

f b1,sum, Cṁ
f b2,sum, and AWU block. Cṁ

f b1,sum

and Cṁ
f b2,sum are expressed as (6). Here, b0, b1, b2, a1, a2 are

constant values in (5). AWU block limit vsum or vdi f so that
vsum or vdi f meets (7).

Cṁ
f b1,sum = b0

Cṁ
f b2,sum =

Cṁ
f b1,sum

Cṁ
f b,sum

− 1

=
(a1 − b1/b0)z−1 + (a2 − b2/b0)z−2

1 + b1/b0z−1 + b2/b0z−2 (6)

In the case of a twin drive system, a control output is not
directly inputted to a plant. Therefore, we limit vsum and vdi f
so that vsup and vexh meet the voltage range. Figure 9(a) ex-
hibits the area that the valve-input voltages meet the voltage
range. Here, vmin,sup = 5，vmin,exh = 5，vmax,sup = 7.5，vmax,exh
= 7.5. In contrast, Fig.9(b) indicates the area that the control
outputs meet (7). Equation 7 is obtained by (2), (3), and (4).
We use the previous vdi f or vsum to calculate the limitation on
vsum or vdi f , respectively.

vmin,sup ≤ vsum + vdi f ≤ vmax,sup

vmin,exh ≤ vsum − vdi f ≤ vmax,exh (7)

4.1 Proposed method 1: anti-windup in sum mode
and difference mode Proposed method 1 has an anti-
windup system in both sum mode and difference mode. We
will show that the Proposed method 2 is superior to Proposed
method 1 in the following ability of the difference mode.

4.2 Proposed method 2: anti-windup in the only sum
mode Proposed method 2 has an anti-windup system in
only sum mode. Each valve cannot output a negative value of
mass flow rate in the case of two-ports valves. Thus, valves
cannot make a large mass flow rate difference with a small
mass flow rate sum. However, such a limitation on the differ-
ence mode can be solved with a large mass flow rate sum. In
contrast, the sum mode has a limitation of saturation. Since
the saturation deteriorates the following ability of the differ-
ence mode, the anti-windup method of the sum mode is re-
quired.
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5. Experimental results

5.1 Input-output characteristics of a valve Figure
10 demonstrates the steady-state input-output characteristics
of a valve. The input signal is the voltage and the output sig-
nal is the mass flow rate value. ∆p stands for the pressure
difference between 2 ports of a valve. As seen in Fig. 10,
there is a dead zone from 5.2 V to 5.7 V approximately. As
the valve is a spool-type valve, the input-output characteris-
tics have a pressure dependency but the dead zone does not
have a large pressure dependency. Thus, the dead zones of
two valves cancel out in the difference mode.

5.2 Mass flow rate control results The conditions of
the experiment are shown below.
• limitation of input voltage：5 - 7.5 V
• sum-mode reference：60 L/min
• difference-mode reference：5 L/min 1 Hz sine wave
• pressure of a regulator: 0.15 MPa
• pressure of ambient air: 0 MPa
5.2.1 Conventional method The feedback con-

troller of the mass flow rate is designed by pole placement.
The closed-loop poles are set at 50 Hz. The mass-flow-rate
bandwidth should be high because the mass-flow-rate control

system is an inner control system in the pneumatic driving
system. However, the delay makes the system unstable if the
closed-loop poles are set at a high frequency.

Experimental results of the conventional method are shown
in Fig. 11. As the mass-flow-rate difference decides the pres-
sure in a tank or a chamber, the mass-flow-rate difference
should follow the reference. However, the mass-flow-rate dif-
ference in Fig. 11(a) does not follow the reference because
of the saturation. On the other hand, the mass-flow-rate sum
should be a large value but it does not have to follow the ref-
erence. Therefore, although the mass flow rate sum in Fig.
11(b) does not follow the reference, it is not a problem. Fig-
ure 11(c) displays that the reference of valve input voltage
exceeds the limitation value.

5.2.2 Proposed method 1 Experimental results of
Proposed method 1 (anti-windup in sum mode and difference
mode) are plotted in Fig. 12. As illustrated in Fig. 12(a)
and Fig. 12(b), neither the mass-flow-rate difference nor the
mass-flow-rate sum follows the reference. Because of the
anti-windup mechanism, the reference of the valve input volt-
age illustrated in Fig. 12(c) is limited by 7.5 V.

5.2.3 Proposed method 2 The experimental results
of the Proposed method 2 (anti-windup in only sum mode)
are shown in Fig. 13. Figure 13(a) presents that the mass-
flow-rate difference follows the reference. This is because the
anti-windup mechanism does not affect the difference mode.
The mass-flow-rate difference follow the reference because
the mass-flow-rate difference change the pressure in the tank.
On the other hand, as plotted in Fig. 13(b), the mass-flow-
rate sum does not follow the reference but it keeps a large
value. Figure 13(c) displays that the reference of the valve
input voltage is limited by 7.5 V. In short, Proposed method
2 can address the saturation and achieve the following of the
difference mode.

6. Conclusion
The twin drive system is effective to compensate for the

dead zone. To avoid the effect of the dead zone, the sum-
mode reference must be large. However, a large sum mode
may cause the windup. Thus, this paper proposes an anti-
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Figure 10: Steady-state input-output characteristics of a
valve.

windup method for a twin drive system with coordinate trans-
formation. The originality of the proposed method (Proposed
method 2) is to introduce an anti-windup structure only in the
sum mode. The experimental results show the effectiveness
of the proposed method.
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Figure 11: Experimental results of the Conventional method (no anti-windup).
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Figure 12: Experimental results of Proposed method 1 (anti-windup in sum mode and difference mode).
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Figure 13: Experimental results of Proposed method 2 (anti-windup in only sum mode).


